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A fter the first successful ascent of Everest in 1953 (and initially financed
from the surplus funds and subsequent royalties of that trip) the Mount

Everest Foundation was set up as a continuing initiative between the Alpine
Club and the Royal Geographical Society (with the Institute of British
Geographers). Since then it has supported over 1500 British and New
Zealand expeditions planning 'exploration of the mountain regions of the
earth' with grants totalling some £9QO,OOO.

In return for supporting an expedition, all that the MEF asks is a
comprehensive report. Once received, copies are lodged in the Alpine Club
Library, the Royal Geographical Society, the British Mountaineering
Council and the Alan Rouse Memorial Collection in Sheffield Central
Library.

The following notes summarise reports from the expeditions supported
in 2006, and are divided into geographical areas.

AMERICA - NORTH AND CENTRAL

British Mt Dickey 2006 Paul Ramsden with Andy Kirkpatrick. March
April 2006

There is no doubt that the mountain areas of the world offer some of the
best evidence of global climate change. In Autumn 2005 Ramsden had
experienced problems climbing in Alaska due to a record hot/dry summer,
but on returning a few short months later he faced the coldest winter for 20
years. The aims of this trip to Mt Dickey (2909m) were to make the fIrst
ascent of a new route on the steep south face icefall and/or the 'laser line'
on its east face. But they were disappointed to fInd that the icefall no longer
existed, having sublimated in the cold conditions. They therefore tried a
line on the east face, which led to the leader's most frightening mountain
experience ever when he discovered that a 30m pitch of vertical neve that
he had just climbed without any protection was no more than a thin crust.
Seeking sunnier routes, they therefore investigated the south face of Mt
Bradley but were once again thwarted by the conditions.

MEF 06/20
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Huantsan East Face 2006 Nick Bullock with Matt Helliker. June-July 2006
The main aim of this team in visiting the Cordillera Blanca in Peru was

to climb the couloir on the east face of Huantsan (6395m). After exper
iencing several forms of transport including a so-called 'express' bus shared
with a herd of sheep, they eventually established their base camp at 4400m
in the Quebrada Alhuina. It was clear that due to the unsettled weather the
intended route was not in condition so, as an alternative, they decided to
attempt the 1000m central NE buttress on the separate peak of Huantsan
Sur (59l9m) to its left. Despite overhanging seracs and massive ice
umbrellas they successfully climbed this over a three-day period, calling
the route Death or Glory and grading it TD/ED. For more details see:
nickbullock2003@yahoo.co.uk MEF 06/04

Welsh South Tower of Paine 2006 Mike (Twid) Turner with Stu McAlease.
November-December 2006

These two Patagonian stalwarts hoped to climb a new route on the SE
face of the south (and highest) Tower of Paine (2500m), which would also
be the first complete British ascent of the Tower. After initially free climbing,
they reached a crack on the SE ridge, and then a series of hanging corners,
where progress became desperately slow, with some pitches taking three
days. After about 800m of vertical climbing they reached easier ground but
were then hit by a monster storm with winds well over 200 kph. After five
days of this they initiated an epic descent, feeling lucky to get down alive.
They named their incomplete route The good, the bad and the ugy and graded
it A3+, E2.

MEF 06/13

Eastern Blanca Reconnaissance Paul Hudson. July 2006
Originally this leader planned to combine reconnaissance with first ascents

in the area of the Cordillera Blanca to the west of Pompey (Hualcan group),
but although several other people expressed interest in participating in this
trip, all withdrew as the departure date approached. Hudson therefore
decided to go alone, limiting his trip to a non-climbing photographic survey.
In this he seems to have been successful, having produced a very compre
hensive coverage of the mountain ranges in the area.
For more details see: www.therockface.co.uk MEF 06/14

The Huayhuash Hikers Will Parsons with Ian Arnold, Norbert DeMello,
Ken Findlay and Paul Hudson. July-August 2006

Although much of the Cordillera Huayhuash range of Peru has become
popular in recent years, its southern spur has been largely ignored,
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particularly from an eastern approach. The group focused on two main
objectives, the first being the east ridge of Quesillo (5600m) on which, despite
several attempts, they were unable, without appropriate rock protection
gear, to get higher than 51 OOm. They therefore turned their attention to the
NE ridge of Carnicero (5960m) on which they reached 5270m but realised
that further progress was beyond their TD ability. MEF 06/16

Huaguruncho 2006 Tony Barton with Andrew Houseman (USA). June
2006

This team chose the Cordillera Oriental of Peru which, as one of the less
frequented mountain ranges, they hoped would provide plenty of scope for
exploration and virgin peaks/new routes. They only experienced six days
of reasonable weather during their time in the area, which naturally limited
their activities; these included an attempt on Nevado Huaguruncho Chico,
aborted due to unstable snow conditions. Nevertheless, they achieved what
was probably the first ascent of Nevado Huaranco Sur (c5150m) by its SE
ridge. Unfortunately, the joy of success was spoilt when they discovered on
their return that their base camp had been raided and most of their food
stolen. This, plus continuing bad weather, hastened the end of the expedition.

MEF 06/17

Kings College London MC Bolivia 2006 Charlie Netherton with Jon
Holman plus Pedro Mamani from Bolivia. August-September 2006

When Holman injured his knee during the first warm-up climb of this
trip to the less popular northern region of the Cordillera Apolobamba, the
leader was fortunately able to recruit a local climber to replace him.
Together Netherton and Mamani attempted a traverse of the Palomani
Tranca Group from the east, but after climbing Palomani Sur (its first
ascent), Palomani Central and a subsidiary summit of Palomani Tranca,
they encountered appalling rock on the main summit. Although it might
have been possible to continue, deterioration in weather, the illness of both
climbers and the prospect of a horrendous scree descent prompted an
abandonment at this stage. MEF 06124

Cambridge Quimsa Cruz 2006 Alan Dickinson with Sam Hawkins, Moira
Herring and Tom Stedall from the UK, plus Ronan Kavanagh from Ireland.
June-August 2006

Most - if not all - previous expeditions to the Cordillera Quimsa Cruz
have approached from the south, but having trekked on the other (ie 'jungle')
side in 2003, the leader had a good idea of what to expect, and decided to
use that approach. Despite confusing maps, the team was successful in
climbing six peaks ranging from 5112m to 5550m but are uncertain how
many were by new routes. MEF 06/25
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Brathay Exploration Group Greenland 2006 Paul Williams with Peter
Clutton-Brock, Miles Doughty, Anna Griffith, Gavin Henderson, Thomas
Moorcroft, Andrew Watson and James Watson. July-August 2006

Although carried out under the auspices of a commercial company, this
was actually an independent expedition of present and potential leaders.
Their aim was to explore a previously unvisited area of the East Greenland
ice cap and also to collect lichens for scientific research. The area was chosen
in conjunction with Paul Walker of Tangent Expeditions who arranged for
them to be dropped off at an area known as 'camp icefall'. Despite the
weather being too 'warm', with temperatures never dropping below -12°C
and usually between -60 and +3°C overnight (and up to 19°C during the
day) they succeeded in making first ascents of five mountains by routes
ranging from Alpine F to D, as well as three others climbed on ski.

MEF 06/03

Cambridge University East Greenland 2006 Mark Reid with James Dynes,
Lachan Low and Steve Mounsey. July-September 2006

These young students chose a seldom-visited coastal area of the
Schweizerland Alps immediately west of the Knud Rasmussen Glacier and
20km south of the Arctic Circle for their first expedition. Travelling to
Greenland by normal commercial flights they chartered a boat to reach
their selected area. Despite very variable weather conditions which lost
them eight days' climbing time, they were successful in making first ascents
of eight peaks of up to 1588m and a repeat of one other peak at grades from
F to AD. MEF 06/19

Oxford University Greenland 2006 Hauke Engel with Chris Abbott and
Ben Spencer. August 2006

Using Tangent Expeditions to land them by Twin Otter on a glacier in
the Gronau Nunatakker range, these young students undertook a 100km
ski traverse (with pulks) of Knud Rasmussen Land to a designated pick-up
point. They broke the journey into several sub-sections in order to explore
as they progressed. They achieved first ascents of 12 peaks of up to 2700m
by snowlice routes which they graded F to AD. MEF 06/21

HIMALAYA - INDIA

British Kedar Dome 2006 lan Parnell with Tim Emmett. September
October 2006

When his original partner withdrew from this project to climb what
Parnell suggested could be 'the hardest route in the Himalaya', he was
fortunately able to recruit a replacement who, despite an excellent climbing
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CV, would be making his first visit to the Greater Ranges. The aim was a
new route on the east face of Kedar Dome (6831 m), and despite Emmett's
lack of altitude experience, in a six-day push they successfully climbed an
entirely 'free' on-sight route up the massive SE pillar, descending by the
west face. MEF 06/07

Miyar Nala 2006 Oliver Metherell with Jeremy Frimer from Canada and
Michel van der Spek from Holland plus Sarah Hart in support. September
2006

Although the original objectives of this team lay above the Jangpar valley,
stomach problems persuaded them to seek an area with (hopefully) safer
water. They moved south to the Dali valley from which they made the first
ascent of Goya Peak (S230m) via its 600m north ridge (Alpine grade D-,
French Sc). They also attempted the first ascent of Gateway Ridge leading
to the summit ridge of a rock peak (cS6S0m) near Dali on which they reached
S600m with some simul-climbing but also pitches up to 5.9 (HVS).

MEF 06/11

British North Sikkim 2006 Julie Ann Clyma with Roger Payne. October
November 2006

This husband and wife team left home thinking they were to be issued a
permit to attempt Gurudongmar (671Sm) in North Sikkim, but when they
reached New Delhi everything changed. Instead they were issued a permit
- the first ever for a foreign expedition - for two peaks in West Sikkim,
Koktang (6147m) and Rathong (6679m). They attempted both, but reached
neither summit because of bad conditions and/or weather. However, they
made first ascents of two minor peaks, Chogyl Peak (S7S0m) and Frontier
Peak (cS6S0m). At the end of the trip, they received encouraging news
about future permits for North Sikkim, and have high hopes of more success
in 2007. The leader of this expedition received the MEF Alison Chadwick
Memorial Grant for 2006. MEF 06/28

HIMALAYA - NEPAL

'Khumbu Double Trouble' Jon Bracey with Nick Bullock. October
November 2006

Phari Lapcha (aka Machermo 6017m) is one of 33 mountains recently
given 'trekking peak' status by the Nepalese authorities, and although fairly
accessible from the Lukla to Gokyo trek, only had one route, Bonfire of the
Vanities, (EDl) on its north face. Several teams had tried to add to this
(including Owen Samuel's 05121) but this duo was the first to succeed.
Their 100Om route, which they called Snotty's Gully, (ED, WIS, MS+) landed
them on the coffee-table-sized west summit (cS977m) - the first people to
reach it. (See 'Silent Scream', page 3) MEF 06123
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2006 Scottish Lobuje East Alasdair Buchanan with Dave Chadwick &
Tristan Hamade (September-November 2006)

When his lead climber withdrew from the team, this leader had to re
evaluate his objectives. To acclimatise, Chadwick and Hamade climbed
the normal route on Lobuje (4943m) and after a reconnaissance, Buchanan
decided to repeat a route on the west rib of Cholatse (6400m). On this he
reached 5900m before avalanche hazard and the difficulties of breaking
trail made retreat the safest option. MEF 06/31

CHINA AND TIBET

Hong Meigui Zhongdian Draughting Holes 2006 Hilary Greaves from
UK with Peter Ljubimov, Artem Oganov and Dmitry Prashin from Russia.
1-25 February 2006
The theory behind this expedition was that with a light snow covering,
warm air rising from caves would melt snow around the entrances, thus
making them clearly visible. The area of interest was the Zhongdian Plateau
in Yunnan Province, which it was hoped might offer a cave with a 2500m
depth potential. Unfortunately this was not possible to prove as, on arrival,
they were surprised to find there was no snow. Undeterred, the team carried
out a reconnaissance of a new area which they found to be speleologically
uninteresting, but on revisiting an 'old' area they logged 26 minor entrances,
found a significant new cave, and extended a known one. For more details
see: www.hongmeigui.net MEF 06/01

Qionglai Shan 2006 Jez Thornley with Ian Gibb and Felix Hoddinott.
March-April 2006

Unseasonably heavy snowfall one week before this team arrived in
Sichuan Province created high-risk avalanche conditions on the approach
to Peak 5609m, one of their prime objectives, so they turned their attention
to other peaks. They made the first ascent of Dorsal Peak (5050m) via its
NW ridge (PD+), and what they thought was the first ascent of Ding Ding
Peak (5202m) via its SW ridge (AD) - until they found signs of an unknown
previous visitor on the summit. An attempt on Peak 5260m via its south
flank/west ridge had reached c5000m when a sudden deterioration in the
weather prompted a rapid retreat.
For more details see: www.fhoddinott.com MEF 06/30

British/American Alps of Tibet 2006 Jim Lowther with Mark Richey &
Mark Wilford, both from USA. October-November 2006

Since its 'discovery' by Tom Nakamura, East Nyainqentanghla has
become an increasingly popular destination. This trio planned to explore
the. Lake Basong area (south of Yigong Tsangpo) and make first ascents, in
particular of the holy mountain Nenang (6870m). After a very challenging
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13-day alpine-style push up the east ridge they had reached within 300m of
the summit when further progress was barred by a huge crevasse. Already
very extended, they had little option but to retreat. MEF 06/34

Hong Meigui Cave Exploration Society Liangshan 2006 Duncan Collis
with Johan Bengt, Si Flower, David Haskel, Martin Laverty, Fleur Loveridge,
Matt Ryan, Lenik anak Saymo, Andy Sewel, Pete Talling, Jon Telling, Yvo
Weidmann and Sarah White. July-August 2006

Topographical and geological maps of southern Sichuan show a large
area over 3000m in the Da Bing Shan (Big Ice Mountains) west of Leibo.
Unfortunately, a few days' reconnaissance by jeep showed that although
mainly limestone, it was seamed with insoluble rocks, making the presence
of deep caves unlikely. The team therefore moved west to Yanyuan County
where they found high karst plateaux between 2400m and 3500m with
limestone extending to peaks c4000m, and logged over 80 caves and shafts,
with entrances up to 3686m. Finally, a splinter group made a quick trip to
Wudu County in Gansu Province where they found an impressive limestone
gorge containing a large show cave at 1200m and potential for deep caves.
No doubt they will be returning to investigate further. MEF 06/35

PAKISTAN

Unclimbed Hispar 2006 Peter Thompson with Lee Harrison, also Ben
Cheek and Greg Nunn part time. June-August 2006

Although initially just planning to explore the N side of the Hispar glacier,
the team decided to extend the itinerary to include visits to the Shimshal
and Chapursan valleys. Although they did not attempt their originally
specified main objective (Hispar Sar, 6395m), they climbed a number of
peaks, including a first ascent in each of the areas visited, viz: Mudhil Sar
(5800m) in Shimsbal, Haigutum East (5783m) in Hispar and Gharhil Sar
(5800m) in Chapursan, each by snow/ice routes of Alpine D. They also
discovered that heights of the lower peaks were rather less than marked on
the widely used Swiss map of the area. MEF 06/08

Lobsang Spire 2006 John Arran with Anne Arran. July-August 2006
This husband and wife team visited the Muztagh glacier to explore and

search for big-wall climbing potential. Their main objective was the first
ascent of the S face of Lobsang Spire (5707m) but the route appeared
dangerously loose, and an alternative traversing line proved unsuitable for
big-wall technique and did not hold enough snow for an alpine-style ascent.
Nevertheless, they reached a height of 5200m. They then turned their
attention to an unclimbed/unnamed 5607m peak directly to its south, twice
reaching 5450m on the NW face of its West Pillar in 12 pitches from
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scrambling up to E4 6a (with about four still to go) before being repulsed
by rain and snow. MEF 06126

CENTRAL ASIA AND THE FAR EAST

Eagle Ski Club A.k Shirak Dave Wynne Jones with Derek Buckle, Alistair
Cairns, John Goodwin, Lizzy Hawker, Anna Seale and Mike Sharp. April
May 2006

The Ak Shirak range of mountains in Kyrgyzstan is still largely
unexplored, and by going later in the season than previous trips, this team
hoped to make a SW-NE ski traverse without experiencing the problems
of snow-blocked passes. They completed 50krn of the route, achieving first
ascents of seven peaks over 4600m in the process, including Kyrgyzia, at
4954m the highest in the north of the range. MEF 06/09

AC Shakhdara 2006 Phil Wickens with Rick Allen, Derek Buckle, Kai
Green, Steve Hunt, Alex Rickards and Tim Sparrow. August-September
2006

Although the Shakhdara range of Tajikistan has been popular with
Russian competition climbers (and possibly others from the eastern bloc)
for some time, the area was not visited by western climbers until 2005: this
Alpine Club expedition therefore planned to explore and make first ascents.
Their prime objective was Pik Karl Marx (6736m) which they climbed by
three different routes. They also climbed a number of other peaks between
5600m and 6400m - five by possible new routes, and a total of seven being
first British ascents. MEF 06/12

MISCELLANEOUS

Twin Gardens Ethiopia 2006 Giovanni Chiodi with Andrew Burns, Laura
Evenstar and Brigid LeFevre. July-August 2006

This was a multi-discipline scientific expedition to the Bale Mountains
of Ethiopia by a tri-national team based in the University of Aberdeen.
The mountains lie to the east of the Great Rift valley and rise to 4000m.
Although the area has no natural boundaries, it has been a National Park
since the seventies, but has never been well managed: although it was once
a major highland forest, rapid population growth has brought massive
deforestation with all its attendant problems. Data collection for two main
projects was successfully completed - forest glades and honey gathering
(a major source of local income) - which should help the team to put
together a new management plan with conservation of natural resources as
one of its main aims. MEF 06/33
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